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10.6 MICRON CO_@_rNICATION SYSTEM
Extensive investigation has been made by industrial concerns and
N_A personnel or,.the utilization of lasers for NASA deep space communication
rer_utrez,ents._Most of this analysis has been speculative i_ that it has
been _,r_'.Acon projected development of new lasers, new optical receivers, new
' _,.ua_i,'_tors.improved tracking telescopes, and large defraction limited optics.
...
_:....::._dvsia _,adehere_r, and the resulting proposed c0mmunication syst is
based o_Jeither equipment which is present.Iy available or equipment whica _s
to be modified by tried and proven methods.-_ It is felt that the experiment to
be discussed in conjunction with similar experiments on the optical technolo-_._
satellite now being studied under contract NAS8-20115 can result in sufficient
know-how to design a communications transmitter and auxiliary equipment for
a Mars prbbe which will transmit a real time TV signal to Earth.
It £s first necessary to establish the capability of optical receivers.
This is done in Appendix I. Appendix I shows that the minimum detectable
signal power is
P'_ " (1)
R is the signal to noise ratio, _ is the quantum efficiency of the detector,
B is the receiver bandwidth, and hv is the energy per quanta. The limit
sho_ in equation 1 results from fluctuation in the number of quanta in the
local oscillator in case of heterod_ne reception and fluctuation in the number
of signal quanta in the case of envelope reception. The miniaturedetectable
signal of equation 1 is a practical limit for hetero_rae reception and a
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theoretical u_ttainable limit for envelope detection. 1'2'3 Shannon's
law requires
watts of signal power for an information bit rate B'. In practice it is
convenient to have R' photons per bit approximately equal to ten to eliminate
sophistica..ed data processing. It is interesting to note that obtaining
equation 2 does not require the assumption of boson statistics while
equation 1 does not require the assumptions of information theory. From
informs.tion theory, one can establish that the bit rate, B'. of equation 1
requires at least a bandwidth B.
It is seen from equation 1 that for a given power incident on the
receiver and a given receiver bandwidth, one will have a larger signal to
noise ratio; R, for lower frequency lasers. It should be noted that equation L
and the latter statement do not hold when
i.e., not in the rf microwave or millimeter _ve range. Parenthetically,
neither does equation 2 remain valid in the rf microwave av_ millimeter range.
This is illustrated in Figure. l, which shows receiver capability over the
useful spectral range.
• I. B. J. McM_ry, Sylvania Electronics Systems, E1 Segundo, California,
Lecuare Notes prepared for the AGARD Lecture Series on Orbit Optimization
and Advmaced Guidance Instrumentation, Dusseldorf, Germany, October 1964,
G. Locov_ky, R. F. SehwaTz and R. B. _mons, Proceedings of the IEEE,
Vol. 51, No. _, April 1963.
2. N. McAvoy, Advanced Development Division, 0SFC Quarterly Report No. 6,
March 1965, p.2.
3. F. Arams and Marie Wang, Proceedings of the I_, Vol 53, P. 329,
m=ro.z965.
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One can conclude from equation i _t neglecting availability of lasers,
i transmitter pointing accuracy, transmitter antenna gain, atmospheric absorption,
and atmospheric coherence disturbance, one is better off workin_ at frequencies
i012: in the r_nge hwlmkl" or _ = 6 x cps (k = 50 microns). At this wavelength
thermal noise begins to predominate. •
We next concern ourselves with the two practical parameters: i) practical
telesco_:e _ertures and consequently laser transmitter antenna gains; 2) practical
limitations of pointing laser transmitters. It is reasonable to assume that
pointing apparatus presently exists to either track from the ground or a satellite
to within two arc seconds. We also assume that presently exlsti_4 fabrication
methods permit the use of infrared diffraction limited telescopes with apertures
oi'at least one meter. Still neglecting the practical limitation of the av_il-
ability of lasers throughout the spectral range, we are forced to ask the
question: To how low a frequency can one go with one meter aperture telescopes
and have laser transmitter antenna gains equivalent to two arc seconds beam
divergence? The answer, from the diffraction limit equation, is a laser
transmitter in the lO micron region. I would like to stress that the preceding
analysis is not an ipso facto result from recent startling laser developments
ii_the i0 micron region - the carbon dioxide lasers wh.ich are capable of high
power efficiency and monochromaticity.
There are three major remaining problems with which to be concerned:
I) atmospheric absorption and scatter; 2) distortion of the plane isophasel
4. C. K. N. Patel, Bell Telephone Laboratories, Inc., MA_'m_y Hill, New Jersey,
CW High Power _-C0 2 Laser, Applied Physics Xmtters_ ¥oi. 7, No. i,
July i, 1965.
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surface of the transmitted beam by the atmosphere; 3) doppler shift of the
transmitted beam causing large difference frequency in the optical mixer.
The first of these problems can be dismissed from the restu._tsof the many
D0D infrared propagation studies which have shown the i0 mi,_.ronrange to ,:xhibit
le_s absorption and scatter than the visual range. As to the second of _hese
problemsj it has been shown theoretically 5 and verified experimentall 6'7 that
the coherence aperture of a beam propagated through the atmosphere varie_'
wi_h the 6/5 th power of the wave length. This results in a projected coaerence
area at ten microns larger than the one meter aperture telescopes to be
proposed. The third of these problems, but the most stringent, is the
requirements on response time of optical mixers. In the experiments that w_ll
be discussed, doppler shifts up to 500 megacycles will be experienced. _ik
photodetectors do exist in the lO-micron range which have sufficiently fast
8
minority carrier mobillties to obtain 450 megacycles bandwidth photomixers.
It is theoretically possible, although it has not been verified in the infrared
range, to generate optically tracking local oscillators from Brillouin scattering
(p_rametric interaction) by rotating the interaction crystals. 9'I0 This will alleviat
the problem of needin_ photomixers with response times hi_her than 10-8 seconds.
5. D. L. Fried, North American Aviation, Electro-Optical Laboratory, Tech. Memo 116,
Optical Heterodyne Detection of an Atmospherically Distorted Signal Waveform,
6. M. Har t, P V.Revlew,Vol. o0,p. 1551,196o.
7. Private commmmicatlons, Dr. Frank Low, N_tionsl Radio Astronomy Observatory,
@reenbank, W. Va.
,, 8. J. T Yardley and C. B. Moore, "Response Time of @e:Cu Infrared Detectors",
to be published, Applied l_Ics Letters.
9. R. Y. Chico, B. P. Stolchett and C. H. Townes, Physics Review Letters, Vol. 12,
p.592 25,196 )
10. D.A. Sealer and H. Hsu, "l_rametric Interaction of Light and _personic Waves"
The Ohio State University R search Foundati_n Report 1579-16, Oct. 15, 196_.
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i
!In brief sumntion, the reasons for choosing the lO micron range for
optical conmmtcation experiments in eon_adistinetion to the visual range are:
i) better lasers 2) large coherence areas 3) coherence areas c_npatible with
d_ffr_ctlon limit of scopes _) diffraction limit of scopes cca_atlble with
their tracking accuracy 5) high quality (accuracy) optics are not needed
_.)best.a_ospheric window 7) smaller doppler shifts 8) less watt per
In_ormat!on bit requlred at the receiver_
The followii_ parameters are within the realm of realization for telemetry
links between a Mars probe borne .laserand receivers on the Earth:
Transmitter:
Pointing accuracy of laser - two arc seconds
Laser output power at 10.6 microns - i00 watt cw
Electrical power input to the laser - 2000 watts
Laser modulator power - 50 watts
Laser modulator bandwidth - 2 mc
Laser transmitter gain antenna - 1 meter aperture
Receiver:
Receiver antenna - 1 meter aperture (Cassea_ainl_)
Receiver tracking accuracy - two arc seconds
Optical mixer quantum efficiency -
Optical mixer missmatch - V_ of 5
Optical mixer bandwidth - 1 ac
Optical local oscillator power - 20 dbm
IF tracking bandwidth - i0
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Information ba_J_wldth - 5 me
Base bandwidth - i kc (laser short term stability of 3 X i0 I0)
Figure 2 shows the parameters of the range equatloz_ for a typical lO.6U
laser syztem and receiver capability.
In order to develop equipment for and establish the practicality o£ the
previously discussed telemetry link, we propose to transmit signals to Echo II,
and to receive the echo of these signals at various locations on the EaL_:;h.
The first experiments will be done using a receiver superimposed with th(
transmitter and with only audio modulation of the transmitted signal. _ this
mode of operation, a portion of the transmitted, unmodulated s_gnal csa_be
used for a local oscillator. Thus, phase, frequency, and amplitude fluctuations
caused by laser instability, atmospheric perturbations and nonspecularity of
Echo II can be established.
Although extensive development is required in general for t,he irJstzamentat_un
discussed, equipmen_ is presently almost ready to do the first phase of the
Echo II experiment, i.e., the transceiver mode of operation.
Figure 3 shows the return signal power from Echo II for tracking conditio1_s
that will be expected. Figure 4 shows the transceivlng equipment which has
already been designed for coherent receiver studies with helium-neor_ lasers.
Wlth only slight modification, this equipment can be used with 10.6_ lasers.
Figure 5 shows a block diagram of a possible configuration of the equipment needed.
In the recelvlng system, one has a choice between (i) using a 450 mc wide
I.Y. amplifier and detector, (2) tun_ slde_s of part of the transmitted
I
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signal for a tracking L.O. and co,nsequently having a fixed I.F. or (3) tuning
the I.F. of the optical mixer f_m O to _50 inc. _he three choices are in
order o£ increasing difficulty and will be tried in that order.
1966007945-011
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A detector, such as a photoemissive diode, photo-Junction diode, or an
extrlns_.c photo-resistor, gives off an electron for an absorbed photon. An
ideal detecter is _ne _dch produces at the outI_at t_rm_rm_s of the detector
one electr-n fGr every phcton incident.* The basic circuit used in the
"i_terz!;ioLprocess ie shown in Fi_ire i.
2_ Ze RecelverIIJ
I
_'_ 1. Basic circuit for current source _etec_or. j is the _nt
source equivalent to the current generated in the _.otoenlss_:n process. G
is an equlv_lent amplifier for the photonn_ItipEcation. R and C are the
eq eq
equivalent eal_citanee and resistance of the photodetector.
It will be assumed that the frequency of the current, m, will satisfy
i.e. we are not limited by the time constant of the.detector.
Photorcsistive detectors such as the metal doped germanium cs_ot be
represeated wlth tl:eequivalent circuit of Figure i. _ere is no diode effect
a_ a bias is required since the resistivity is cha_ by the incident light.
The mlnLmum detectable signal for coherent detection and the noise antic
is qrXy slightly different than that for d_odeS.l',_ " "
_ho_e who apprcm_h detection from the quantum e_ect_c '_int of view' _]_re
detection electrons are obtained from the creation and annotation of photons also
put the restrAction on the ideal detector that its dimer_ions be less than the
photon wavelength. We chose to deal with the practica_ detector sizes and degrade _ur
output signal power by the phase difference Between the current generated at two points
on the detector separated by an appree_h_e part of a photon _v_.
i. G. Lucovaky_ R. F. Sc_z_ R. B. _mons_ Photoelectric Mixi_ of Coherent Light
in Balk Photoconductors, Pro_. IEEE, Vo_. 51, No. 4, AI_. 96S.
2. H. Levlnsteln,"E_trg_msic Detector_", Apl_Id_-dOptics, Vo_. h, p.639, June 1965.
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_Appose a steady stream of phoLons is incident on a detector at an
•._,.L_,,_'_, . te _ pho_on_/sec.' The root mean square deviation of the z_mber
. ]-! :.c:_;."rumt}:,_-ve_ge, at % rate between v _Id _ _s3'4
The same statistics apply for photoelectrons emitted from the photocathode.
The current resulting from a flux of 8(t) photons/see, on the phetosurface
before amplification is
iCt)-n(t)e (2)
• is the electronic charge and _ is the quantum efficiency.
I
In terms of current, expression (i) is
Again applying equation (2), the root mean square deviation of the current
at a rate between W and _ is
i8, (49
_ith proper matching to the receiver, the power input to the receiver betwe_
frequencies _ and _.@ _wwill be
The _unment may be due to several suurces: |S ' due to the iLser signal; Ii e
clueto a laser local escillator (if any); |_ due to bac_ illuminatien;
_-- • _::_: - _ ...... L,, .......... | i.L iii ill I IL I L I I
3. K. R. Spangen_erg, Vacuma Tu_es, McGraw Hill Book Co., New Yerk, 19_.
4. M. B_ss, Optical Receivers, To be published by J. Wiley and Sons, Yme.
i
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or |d due to dark current. The total shot noise power to be expe_ed in the
receiver with bandwidth 8 is
P cT;'"+,,+B t.,o,t.','. ) +
+_mother contribution to th+ ,,oise is the current arising from the
bes_ing of the local oscillator with the background radiation having the
same Isophasels and _velength as the signal. In practice this centrlbutlon
is too small to consider further here.
Finally, we must include the thermal contribution to the noise. The
noise out of the receiver of Figure I due to thermal effects is
where K is Boltsmau's constant, and B is the bamd_+dth of equation (5)- T
eq
is the temperature of a fictitious resistor with value Z of Figure I. The
O
noise power _thin the _udwidth B at RF from a resistor R delivered to a
matched load is E_B. Therefore_ the T is defined as the temperature of
eq
a fictitious resistor on the input tarmimals of the receiver which will
simulate the noise generated inside the receiver_ plus the actual thermal
noise of the detector 5. _ receiver t_ermal noise will be the dominate +"
thermal source in most cases except, perhaps, when liquid helium eo_led
masers_ and parametric amplifiers in the URV ramge are used. Notice that
this noise al_rs at the out_ut of the detector and s therefore_ Xs not acted
upon by its _Ln.
5. See Noise Figure __ Prec. _.R.E.
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For establ_sh_ng the cu_1_n_ _ue to the signal we co_ider first a
situation in which the detector is lluminated simultaneously by a signal
and local oscillator; they are plane polarized in the _ne direction a_d
have the same isophasel surface. The power absorbed by the detector is
wherc _$ is the si_'_ul electric field at the detector,
E_ is the local oscillator electric field at the detect®r,.
is the admittance of free and,
space,
A is the detector area.
_s is equivalent te the arrival of photons at a rate PC__ photons perhv
second, and the resultant generated current would be
C8,',
_quatlons(7)and(8)_ve
Only the last term in the brackets contributes to signal current at the IF
I%-%1 • _ _e _ect_c_eld_t_e _±o_frequency, frequeneles
is represented as
' E - EoSInC=it+ -_X+_),
where (_ )
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The average output power delivered to a matched load, after the tube galn
acts upon the current_ would be
• 2
The signal-to-noise ratio can now be obt_tned by comb_uing eq. (12),
e_. (5) _ ec,_.(6).
S/N = I/z l_fGzR
KTe_t+• is+i_  I1,+_) (13"
or, from e_. (3.1)
m fS/N,- ''" . . _ _ (._4)
_is is the general expression usually seen for phctodetector S/N.6'7'8
The usual conditions of heterodyne detection require that the L.O. be
sufficiently intense that
and
Under these co_lltions, eq. (14) reduces to
6. B.J. M_, SylvaniaElectronicsSystems,El Segunao,Calif.,Lecture
Notes prepared for the _A]ARDLecture Series on Orbit Optimization & Advs_ced
Guidance Instr., Dusseldorf, Germauy, Oct. 1964, G. Locovsky, R.F.Schwarz &
R. B. _m_ns, P. of the 11mm_,Vol. 51, No. 4, April 1963.
7. B_. Oliver "SiC-to-Noise Ratios in PhotoelectricMixing", Proc.IRE
. ( Co_,.respondence), Vel, 49, 1_.1960, 1961; Dec, 19C:zi.
8. G. Lu_laky, M.E. Lasser, & R.B. Ermons,."Coherent Light Detection in SolidS_ate Ph_o4es", Prec. IEEE, pp. 166 172, Jan. 1963.
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Incorporating eq. (8),
_he incident _ower which results in a S/N of unity _s
The results are very similar for the extrinsic semiconductor for photo-
resistive detectors. When the detector time constants are taken into
consideration, one will ge_
SIN = _r" (le)
_d
where To is the carrier lifetimep _a is fractional absorption by the detec_or.
This treatment also includes the case of direct (or incoherent) envelope
detection, in the absence of a local oscillator. Instead of an IF signal, we
consider detecting a signal at a modulation frequency, within a bandwidth B.
.e meT.z, _ere isthe_atlonIn equation (13), we should replace Ill with m
index, and set |is. O. The expression for S/N becomes
,/2 m isGF_. (19)I I
S/N-- z.G-:
In the absence of a local oscillator, we cannot arbltra_ neglect terms
in the denominator. If the detection process were limited by t_ noise,
1966007945-017
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K Te_::_ 2eb_e I_ i_+ib. _lJ (20)
_quation (19) becomes:
SIN = _- ............ (m)K'r,_ ........
The power which is equivalent to the noise in this case is
This is the common _ter used for a figure of excellence in IR detectors.
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